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60% chance of
no-deal Brexit?
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BREXIT

Liam Fox, the international trade secretary in charge of negotiating with the WTO, has
said it is a 60% probability there the UK will leave the EU without a deal.

According to the Sunday Times (4 August) Fox put the chances of a no deal departure at “60-
40”, squarely blaming the “intransigence” of the European Commission.

In response to increasing belligerence from hard-line Tory Brexiters on the one hand, and a
Treasury report which said a “no deal Brexit” would cost the UK an extra £80 billion in bor-
rowing, Theresa May said “no-deal” would not be the end of the world.

The need for Labour to debate and adopt a definite line and we would argue, take a firm
stand against Brexit, has been heightened by this Tory division and increasingly political paral-
ysis on the issue. More page 5
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By Simon Nelson
Labour’s 2018 conference will
take place in Liverpool starting
on 22 September. Brexit and the
issue of left antisemitism wil be
the biggest and most divisive is-
sues.

The 2017 conference was domi-
nated by pro-Corbyn delegates,
many of them at their first confer-
ence; 2018 is set to be the same. One
would hope that after another year
of left leadership there will be less
sycophancy for Corbyn and more
critical thinking from delegates.

There is welcome evidence of
such a shift.

Currently over a dozen — but
likely many more by the September
deadline — have submitted anti-
Brexit motions that call on Labour
to back another referendum on the
deal with a voting option of “re-
main”. A sizable number of left del-
egates will support these motions.
It is no coincidence that Momen-
tum is considering a membership
consultation — the first under the
new constitution — on the stance it

should take on Brexit.
The Campaign for Labour Party

Democracy has put forward its
own policy on Brexit, essentially
the current leadership line of not
taking a position but declaring that
the Tories will handle it badly.

At last year’s conference Mo-
mentum and CLPD lined up to
lobby delegates to prevent discus-
sion on Brexit and free movement
motions. Momentum’s shift and
the drafting of the CLPD motion
suggest they know Brexit cannot be
kept off the conference floor. They
hope to win the debate and try to
heavily water down the compos-
ited motions that make it to confer-
ence floor.

Anti-Brexit, pro-free movement
delegates will make sure that the
strongest possible composites is
taken to conference floor and will
be lobbying delegates to back the
view shared by the majority of
Labour members and an increasing
number of Labour voters.

A number of local parties have
put forward motions on abolishing
academies, grammar and private

schools, restoring local government
funding and dramatically restruc-
ture the benefits system and for
radical action on climate change.
All of these have been promoted by
the Clarion magazine.

At the women’s conference on
Saturday 21 September there will
be an attempt to get Labour to
adopt the “nordic model” on sex
work, that is to further criminalise
sex work. Sex worker activists and
allies are coordinating to oppose
this and to put forward a policy of
decriminalisation and sex worker
rights, long championed by John
McDonnell and several Labour af-
filiated unions.

A motion from Rother Valley
Labour Party argues Labour should
oppose changes to the Gender
Recognition Act and to “uphold the
Equality Act.” This motion also
aims to marginalise trans women in
the party. It will hopefully be ex-
posed for that, however cautiously
worded the motion it is.

Labour should continue to
support the right to self identifi-
cation for transgender people.
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By Ann Field
Over 50 Labour Party politicians
and office-bearers in and around
Glasgow have put their names to
a statement backing “direct ac-
tion” to prevent Serco imple-
menting its policy of changing
the locks on asylum-seeker ac-
commodation. 

The statement was initiated by
Labour Party members active in the
campaigning triggered by Serco’s
announcement in late July that it
would be evicting asylum-seekers
deemed no longer eligible for sup-
port by changing the locks on their
accommodation.

Around 5,000 asylum-seekers are
accommodated in Glasgow, the

only local authority in Scotland to
accept asylum-seekers under a gov-
ernment “dispersal” programme
dating from 2000.

Serco rents out properties from
Housing Associations (20%) and
private landlords (80%) and then
accommodates asylum-seekers
under a contract with the Home Of-
fice.

The statement supports non-vio-
lent direct action to prevent evic-
tions and urges Labour Party and
trade union members to mobilise in
defence of asylum-seekers “not just
in the political arena but also on the
streets.”

The statement also makes the
more general point:

“Campaigning in defence of asy-
lum-seekers should be part of a

broader transformation of our Con-
stituency Labour Parties into cam-
paigning organisations – rooted in
our communities and local work-
places, and standing alongside of
them in their struggles.”

And a press release issued with
the statement explained:

“Labour in Glasgow was
founded on the industrial disputes
and rent strikes of Red Clydeside.
We welcome initiatives in the polit-
ical arena and challenges in the
courts to Serco’s policy, but we also
want to reconnect with that tradi-
tion.”

Apart from Scottish Labour Party
leader Richard Leonard, the state-
ment has been signed by members
of the Party’s national and Scottish
Executive Committees, four local

CLP secretaries (50%), both Labour
MPs in Glasgow (100%) and all
four Labour MSPs in the Glasgow
region (100%).

But just five out of 31 Glasgow
Labour councillors have signed the
statement — a miserable 16%. Ac-
cording to Labour Group leader
Frank McAveety — who has not
put his name to the statement —
signing up to the statement is a per-
sonal decision for councillors. 

Faced with a wave of popular
protests Serco announced a 21-day
“pause” in implementing its lock-
change policy. That “pause” has
now been extended as a result of
legal challenges.

Campaigning needs to con-
tinue to keep Serco on the de-
fensive.

By Omar Raii
The longstanding left-wing Is-
raeli activist and former Knes-
set member Uri Avnery has
died in Tel Aviv at the age of 94.

He lived an extraordinary life
but ultimately he will be remem-
bered as a paragon of the princi-
pled Israeli socialist who
advocated for unity between Is-
raelis and Palestinians and for an
independent Palestinian state.

He will also no doubt be re-
membered for founding the Gush
Shalom – Peace Bloc — organisa-
tion, which exists to oppose the
Israeli occupation and promote a
two-state settlement in Israel-
Palestine.

His origins were like thousands
of Israelis of his generation. His
family arrived in Mandatory
Palestine after fleeing their native
Germany in 1933 following the
Nazi seizure of power.

He initially grew up in radical
right-wing politics, joining the
Irgun in 1938 (he would later fa-
mously say, in response to a call
for condemnation or Palestinian
terrorism: “I used to be a terrorist
myself”).

Disillusioned and shaken by
the events and wars in the early
decades of Israel’s history, he
gradually moved to the left,
founding a peace movement in Is-
rael that led to him being vilified
and attacked by some Israelis.

In 1982 he made the hugely
symbolic move of meeting Yasser
Arafat in Beirut at the time of the
first Israel-Lebanon war. He was
said to be the first Israeli that ever
met Arafat, an act so controversial
at the time that even Avnery’s
mother disowned him for it.

He was also one of the few Is-
raelis to attend Arafat’s funeral in
Ramallah in 2004. Arafat was a
difficult and complicated figure
but Avnery’s association with him
was a brave act and still braver
was his push for Arafat and the
Israeli public to support a two-

state settlement.
He never stopped believing,

until his final day, that peace and
justice would not come to Israel-
Palestine until there was justice
for the Palestinians and mutual
agreement for an independent
Palestinian state. He rallied
against injustice, such as the re-
cent Israeli Nation-State law, until
the very end.

His death is sad news for those
who push for an independent
Palestinian state alongside Israel,
at a time of almost universal de-
spair that sees the nationalist
right-wing Netanyahu govern-
ment seem relentless in its pursuit
of racist policies and further set-
tlement expansion.

But Avnery’s example, of sup-
porting two-states when it was
unpopular both in Israel and until
the very end of his life, knowing
that it was the most principled
position with which socialists
could fight for unity between
Jews and Arabs, is inspiring.

Gush Shalom and other
groups that support the princi-
ple of two-states for two peo-
ples will keep fighting for it, as
it is more necessary now than
ever.

Memorial for
Mick Woods
The wake/memorial gathering for
Mick Woods (a former activist in
the tendency which is now
Workers’ Liberty) will be on
Friday 7 September, 7-10 pm at the
Marian Community Centre, 1
Stafford Road, London NW6 5RS.
This is an opportunity to socialise,
meet old friends, chat about
memories of Mick, the intention is
to have an open mic where those
who want to can share memories
of Mick with everyone.

You can also post memories of
Mick in the Facebook group
www.facebook.com/groups/
225855551393330

Glasgow Labour backs direct action against Serco

Issues at Labour conference

Uri Avnery 1923-2018



By Dale Street
#StandUp, the new “broad
movement” initiated by Sahra
Wagenknecht and Oskar La-
fontaine (both leading members
of the German Die Linke — The
Left — party), will have its public
launch on 4 September.

To date, #StandUp has existed
only as a webpage, a Facebook
page, a Twitter account and an e-
mail address list. But, boast Wa-
genknecht and Lafontaine, some
85,000 people have already signed
up to the initiative.

That’s greater than the total
membership of Die Linke itself.
But what people have signed up to
remains as unclear as is the level of
commitment expressed in clicking
a box to receive a weekly e-mail.

The #StandUp website now car-
ries a number of questions, such
as: what is #StandUp, how do we
want to #StandUp, and what do
we want to #StandUp for? But the
answers provide little by way of
clarity:

“Standing up comes after wak-
ing up. We must stand up to
change this country. A majority of
the population want social poli-
cies, a healthy environment and
peace. But the interests of the ma-
jority do not have a majority in
Parliament. In spite of elections. …

“We can take our destiny in our
own hands — in Germany as well.
This has been demonstrated by the
movements around Bernie
Sanders (USA) and Jeremy Corbyn
(Great Britain), and by the new so-
cial movements in France, Spain,
Portugal and Greece. …

“We want to conquer the inter-
net and the street. We want to
shake up politics with popular
campaigns. Everybody can join in!
...We want to change the way pol-
itics is done, in order work out to-
gether a perspective for justice and
peace. …

“To achieve that we want to ex-
ploit to the full the possibilities of
digital technologies for democratic
decision-making, in order to use
all our creativity and ideas for
#StandUp.”

Membership of #StandUp will
also be free-of-charge.

One of #StandUp’s proclaimed
goals is to pressurise established
political parties to adopt and im-
plement its political demands.

But despite its 85,000 sign-ups,
there is no sign of #StandUp have
a sizeable base of support in the
SPD, Greens or Die Linke. Only
isolated members and former MPs
have spoken up in support of
#StandUp. 

Although the politics of this
broad movement are unclear —
according to Wagenknecht and La-
fontaine, they will emerge from
online interactions with its sup-
porters — what is known of its
general politics already acts as a
repellent to sections of the left.

Wagenknecht and Lafontaine
have a track record of attacks on
migrant labour (cheap labour for
the bosses, more competition for
workers) and refugees (too many
of them). This alienates Greens
and Die Linke, which reaffirmed a
policy of open borders at its last
conference.

Their concern to promote
“peace” translates into a less-than-
critical attitude towards Putin, es-
pecially in relation to Russia’s
annexation of the Crimea and sup-
port for separatists in Eastern
Ukraine. There is a market for this
politics in Die Linke, but not in the
SPD.

The positive coverage given to
#StandUp by the German channel
of the Russian state-run television
station RT has further strength-
ened hostility to the #StandUp
version of improved relations with
Russia.

A draft of a programme for
#StandUp also flirted with iden-
tity politics (“… maintaining cul-
tural independence and respect for
tradition and identity …”), anath-
ema to general left-wing politics in
Germany, and seen, justifiably, as
a political shift onto the terrain of
the far-right AfD. 

BLUE LABOUR
In fact, the general political
basis of #StandUp can fairly be
described as a variation of Blue
Labour: left-wing politics are
too concerned at present with
middle-class fads and should
instead focus on working-class
bread and butter issues.

According to the dramatist
Bernd Stegemann — whose writ-
ings, it now turns out, provided
the inspiration for Wagenknecht’s
decision to launch #StandUp —
the left is dominated by “a well-
meaning bourgeois class” ob-
sessed with “a bio-political
perfecting of everyday life and the
linguistic rules of political correct-
ness.”

According to the actor Sebastian
Schwarz, another #StandUp sup-
porter, “social questions must re-
turn to the centre of attention and
decadent political correctness be
driven back.” What is needed are
“policies which have an exclu-
sively urban focus.”

But this dismissal of left-wing
politics as just so many middle
class fads is hardly consistent with
the composition of the 40 “promi-
nent supporters” whose names
will be announced at next week’s
public launch (i.e. a press confer-
ence involving Wagenknecht and
a couple of others):

“The majority of our currently
forty-plus prominent founding
members do not have a back-
ground in politics. They are ac-
tors, singers, writers, scientists,
cabaret performers and people
from the world of theatre.”
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By Darren Bedford
US President Donald Trump has
hailed a “really good” trade deal
with neighbour Mexico — it
could be a precursor to a com-
prehensive relaunch of the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(Nafta), which Trump had previ-
ously criticised.

Negotiations with the other
Nafta partner, Canada, are ongo-
ing.

Canada has clashed with the
USA in recent months over tariffs
on dairy, aluminium, and steel.
Trump has threatened to impose
further tariffs on trade with
Canada, opening the prospect for a
US-Mexico-only deal that defini-

tively excludes them. The Mexican
government insists it wants the
agreement to remain three-way,
with the Canadian government
saying they will “only sign a new
Nafta that is good for Canada”.

Nafta currently covers more than
$1 trillion in trade. The new deal in-
cludes some concessions to
Trump’s working-class base, such
as a rule that between 40-45% of
each car made under Nafta must be
produced by workers earning at
least $16/hour.

The rule is intended to prevent
manufacturers moving or outsourc-
ing production to Mexico, where
wages are lower. The deal however
still allows for the majority of pro-
duction to be provided by low-

wage workers, whether in Mexico
or the US.

Rich Trumka, the President of the
AFL-CIO, the USA’s main union
federation, said, “Our enemy is not
the workers in Canada or Mexico.
Our enemy are the elites and Wall
Streeters and the financiers in Mex-
ico and the United States and
Canada.”

This internationalist sentiment
has not, however, been consistent
or acted upon.

Trumka has even said Trump is
“moving in the right direction” on
trade. Unfortunately union lead-
ers’ demands have focused
more on demanding protection-
ist measures than cross-border
solidarity and common struggle.

By Gemma Short
Strikes by inmates in US prisons
are spreading across the coun-
try. Inmates are protesting
against forced labour, low
wages, prison conditions, and
deaths in custody.

The 19-day strike which started
on 21 August, the anniversary of
the death of Black Panther George
Jackson in San Quentin prison in
1971, started in response to a riot in
Lee Correctional Institution in
South Carolina in which seven pris-
oners were killed.

A press release circulated by Jail-
house Lawyers Speak and the In-
carcerated Workers Organizing
Committee said the riot, and the
deaths, could have been avoided
″had the prison not been so over-
crowded from the greed wrought
by mass incarceration, and a lack of
respect for human life that is em-
bedded in our nation′s penal ideol-
ogy.″

The number of deaths in custody
has spiked in several US states. In
Mississippi 10 people died in their
cells in August; no firm indication
on the cause of death has yet been
released to the public.

Strikes or other forms of protest
have taken place in California,
Washington, Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina and North Carolina,
and have also spread to Nova Sco-
tia, Canada. However it is likely
that, especially in high security fa-
cilities, news of any strikes may
take time to reach the outside
world, if at all.

Prisoners have conducted work
stoppages, hunger strikes, spend-
ing boycotts, and protests with ban-
ners and placards.

A set of 10
national de-
mands have
been formu-
lated which in-
clude: an end to
prison slavery,
with those im-
prisoned being
paid the pre-
vailing wage in
their state of
territory for
their labour; the
repeal of the
Prison Litiga-
tion Reform Act
which curtails
prisoners rights
to address
grievances and
violations of

their rights; the repeal of the Truth
in Sentencing Act and the Sentenc-
ing Reform Act which limits the
possibility of rehabilitation and pa-
role, and for no prisoner to be sen-
tenced to death by incarceration
because they lack the possibility of
parole; an end to racial overcharg-
ing, over-sentencing, and parole
denials; funding for state prisons to
offer more rehabilitation services;
the reinstatement of grants to study
for undergraduate degrees; voting
rights for all serving prison sen-
tences, on pretrial detention or so-
called ″ex felons″. 

Solidarity protests and actions
have happened in 21 cities across
the US, as well as internationally.

The prison strike is due to end
on 9 September, the 47th an-
niversary of the Attica prison re-
bellion in New York State.
• For press releases including the
full list of demands, information
about the strike, and how to show
solidarity see: bit.ly/2NphSSt
• For an interview with a Jail-
house Lawyers Speak organiser
see: bit.ly/2MVidiN

UN report condemns
Myanmar military
By Darren Bedford
A United Nations report into
the ongoing ethnic cleansing
being carried out by Myan-
mar’s military against its Ro-
hingya Muslim minority has
concluded that senior military
figures should be investigated
for genocide and crimes
against humanity.

The report calls for the case to
be referred to the International
Criminal Court. It also refers to
“severe, systemic, and institu-
tionalised oppression” meted out
to Rohingya people “from birth
to death” by the Myanmar state.
Among the documented crimes
are torture, rape, and enslave-
ment.

A further report is expected on
18 September. The latest attacks
against the Rohingya began in
August 2017, notionally in re-
sponse to Islamist militants tar-
geting Myanmar police.

Up to 700,000 people have
fled as a result of the attacks.

What does #StandUp,
stand for?

US workers should oppose
Trump trade deals

US prison strikes spread



By Dan Katz
My conclusions from attending a protest
against a “Free Tommy Robinson” rally in
London on 14 July were as follows:

• There were two anti-Robinson marches
but combined they were still outnumbered
by the right-wing mobilisation.

The Unite Against Fascism (UAF) marchers
probably had an average age of over 50 and
they were overwhelmingly middle class. The
march was not stewarded. The Antifa march
was younger and had a (purely verbal) stated
intention of physically stopping the right.

• The SWP who run UAF are in a bad way
and are now incapable of putting large num-
bers onto the streets (and if they were able to
do so would lead us in the wrong direction).

• If the 100 right-wingers — football hooli-
gans, I guess — who attempted to attack the
back of our protest, on the corner of Parlia-
ment Square, had not been stopped by the
police they would have routed and scattered
us. 

• The Robinson rally was much more
working-class than our protest. The majority
of the right-wingers were not actually fascists
— although they might well become so as
fascist groups were in among the crowds, re-
cruiting.

• The RMT was the only union with a
(small) organised delegation. The General
Secretary of my union, Kevin Courtney from
the NEU, spoke but unfortunately and care-
lessly had left the union’s membership at
home. The unions continue to think they can
fight fascism by affiliating to SWP fronts;
thus they continue to out-source fighting the
right.

• Almost all of the 100 union leaders, MPs,
arty-types, luvvies and others who had
signed an “open letter” to the Guardian call-
ing for a counter-protest had not turned up
themselves. We can’t trust union bureaucrats,
film stars and pop groups to fight fascism
and racism; we can only trust the working-
class movement. 

• There was virtually no Labour Party
presence on the anti-Robinson march. 

• After the march RMT activists in one
pub, then Lambeth Unison people in a sec-
ond pub, were attacked by right-wing thugs.
We should expect more attacks on left ac-
tivists and paper sellers.

• In future, minimally to ensure our own
safety, anti-right mobilisations should be co-
ordinated by the trade union movement, and
trade unions should carefully steward their
own delegations. The unions and Corbyn
should call people out onto the streets to op-
pose the racist right. 

MCDONNELL
Then, in August John McDonnell made an
interesting intervention into the debate
saying, “We can no longer ignore the rise
of far-right politics in our society,” and
concluding that, “it’s time for an Anti-Nazi
League-type cultural and political cam-
paign to resist.”

John McDonnell is right to be concerned.
He’s right also that the Labour and trade
union leaderships should make an initiative.
But we can learn a lot from the mistakes the
ANL/SWP made in the past, and look to
avoid them in the future.

The ANL was first founded in 1977 and ex-
isted as an effective organisation for just three
or four years. A second version, in 1992, was
much weaker and more obviously an SWP-
front group, dedicated to SWP recruitment
and the funnelling of trade union funds to

pay the wages of SWP full-time organisers.
The original ANL was a much broader af-

fair, albeit one still controlled by the SWP. For
a while the SWP was big enough to enlist the
support of many of the local anti-racist/fas-
cist groups that had sprung up across the
country in response to widespread overt
racism in British society in the 1970s, and the
serious threat of the fascist National Front
(NF).

The original ANL organised a series of car-
nivals, including two massive events in 1978.
In October 1978 the SWP/ANL disgraced it-
self by holding a carnival in Brockwell Park,
Brixton, while the NF marched against the
Asian community in Brick Lane, East Lon-
don. Faced with a choice between mass op-
position, on the streets, to oppose fascist
violence, and the chance to recruit youth at
an ANL carnival, the SWP went ahead with
the event. Many on the far left went to Brick
Lane and stood side-by-side with the Asian
youth.

That illustrates the basic political problem
with the ANL. In practice it was very conser-
vative and right wing. One leading
ANL/SWPer even boasted that if Winston
Churchill had been alive he would have been
welcome in the ANL. It is difficult to imagine
cramming more political errors into a single
sentence.

The SWP openly encouraged Liberal and
Tory politicians to back the ANL — and ob-
viously to keep the alliance together they had
to tone down any radical solutions that were
required to meet the fascist threat. All propa-
ganda was reduced to a lowest-common de-
nominator: everyone against the fascists. 

The ANL Mark II again highlights the
problem with the SWP/ANL’s version of
anti-fascist politics. In September 1993 the
British National Party (BNP) fascist, Derek
Beackon, was elected in a council by-election
in Millwall ward, on the Isle of Dogs, East
London. Beackon was the first fascist coun-
cillor elected in Britain since 1976. 

Beackon didn’t last long as he was beaten
by Labour, in the Council elections of 1994.
Labour candidates were running on a spe-
cially-constructed, more-left-wing manifesto
pledging a large number of new council
homes. 

I remember turning up in Millwall, to cam-
paign for Labour — it was an obvious thing
to do to defeat Beackon — and large numbers
of anti-fascists and Labour members did the
same, from all over London. The SWP/ANL
turned up to meet our group of Labour can-
vassers, handed out an ANL leaflet saying,
“Don’t Vote Nazi”, then went away again. In
other words: vote anyone but the BNP! Vote
Tory — just don’t vote BNP! And the
SWP/ANL certainly was not going to get in-
volved in anything as effective as canvassing
for Labour!

The ANL/SWP brand of liberal, gimmick-
led, PR anti-fascism is not what is needed
against serious right-wing threats. We need
properly-stewarded, labour movement mo-
bilisations to confront fascists on the streets,
and a radical left-wing Labour Party that
guarantees jobs and homes for all workers,
which would help cut the roots of pseudo-
radical populist and fascist right-wingers.

John McDonnell is right about the ur-
gent need to debate the issue, but I hope
he isn’t in a meeting right now, discussing
with the SWP how he might help them
form an ANL Mark III. We can do better
than that, and McDonnell should discuss
with the union leaders about a united
labour movement response to the new
threat from the right.

Learn the lessons of the experience of the Anti-Nazi League in the late 70s and early 80s. It was
often conservative, toning down radical solutions required to meet the fascist threat.

THE LEFT
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By Keith Road
The decision by an “emergency meet-
ing” hosted by Camden Momentum to
call a lobby of Labour’s National Exec-
utive on 4 September, to oppose the
adoption of the IHRA definition of anti-
semitism, is toxic.

Momentum activists have linked their
opposition to the IHRA definition  to the
lack of internal democracy in Momentum. 

But justifiable anger about the way Mo-
mentum builds and then promotes its
slates for the National Executive is being
used to promote the worst views of left
antisemites. 

The meeting agreed a statement, of
which the only part to suggest any kind of
democratic reform is a call for Labour
members to have an individual vote on
the IHRA. Given the National Executive is
elected by members this is bizarre.

Adoption of the IHRA by the Labour
Party is proclaimed to be a fundamental
blow to the cause of Palestinian liberation.
Just as bizarrely the statement declares
that adoption of the IHRA will hand the
party back to the right!

The adoption of the IHRA by the
Labour Party does not, as its opposers
have said, mean the National Executive
has to junk the code it has already put to-
gether. A code of conduct serves a differ-
ent purpose to a definition and they are
not mutually exclusive.

Hostility to the IHRA is completely dis-
proportionate to the effect the definition
will actually have. The constant refrain
from its opponents that it can be used to
stop legitimate criticism of Israel is com-
pletely unfounded.

It is tied closely with the dominant left
orientation to criticism of Israel to the ex-
clusion of all else is required above all
else. These “leftists” believe the most
pressing issue for Corbyn’s Labour must
be its ability to champion the Palestinian
cause. Of course IHRA critics ignore that
Corbyn opposes a blanket boycott of Is-
rael and stands explicitly for two states,
two of the most important tenets of a pro-
gramme for lasting peace.

The purpose of the Camden Momen-
tum lobby can only be to defend a licence
to make calls for the “smashing of Israel”
and worse, make the kind of antisemitic
remarks that have appeared in the com-
ments on the Facebook event, including
talk of a powerful “Jewish lobby” and the
“use of the Holocaust to guilt trip the
world”.

Whatever the best intentions of anyone
who supports this action, antisemitism
lurks barely beneath the surface.

Momentum and Labour members
should oppose the lobby and support
the Labour National Executive’s in both
adopting the IHRA and refining its ex-
isting code of conduct.

Anti-IHRA
lobby is
defence of left
antisemitism

Do we need a new ANL?

Debate on our website:
Bending the stick on Israel and Corbyn
bit.ly/2BVqCP0
A response to Sean Matgamna’s article (in Solidarity
476), “Don’t leave fighting Labour Party antisemitism
to the right”.



By Daniel Randall
In video footage from a speech at a con-
ference in 2013, Jeremy Corbyn accuses
“Zionists” of failing to “understand English
irony”, despite “having lived in this country
for a very long time, probably all their
lives”, as well as of not “wanting to study
history”.

In context, it is clear his remarks refer to a
specific group of Zionist activists, who tour
meetings associated with the Palestine soli-
darity movement, often surreptitiously film-
ing them and barracking speakers. It was
undoubtedly not Corbyn’s intention for his
remarks to refer to all Jews, or even, perhaps,
all Zionists.

Nevertheless, the remarks are appalling,
and recycle antisemitic ideas. The “Zionists”
are figured as a foreign other, failing to inte-
grate into “Englishness”, echoing an aspect of
antisemitic ideology which figures Jews as an
alien or even parasitic element on the national
body politic. By setting up an “us and them”
dichotomy based on “Englishness”, Corbyn
also effectively trades in a form of English na-
tionalism.

The conference at which the remarks were
recorded also featured an array of other
speakers with dreadful political records, such
as Reverend Stephen Sizer, the 9/11 denialist
and antisemitic conspiracy theorist who Cor-
byn has previously defended.

Corbyn has since said that he would be
more careful in making such remarks now, as
the word “Zionist” has since been “hijacked”
by people who “use it as code for ‘Jews’”.

In reality, that “hijacking” took place a long
time ago; certainly a long time before 2013.
From the USSR and other Stalinist states’ an-
tisemitic show-trials of the 1950s, such as that
of Rudlof Slánský, which accused Jewish dis-
sidents (real and alleged) of being “Zionists”;
to the repeated and ongoing use of “Zionist”
and “Zio” in fascist and neo-Nazi writing to
refer euphemistically to Jews, decades of his-
tory make clear that much greater care than
Corbyn has frankly ever shown is necessary
when deploying such terms.

For many, perhaps most, Jews alive today,
some form of “Zionism” forms a part of their
Jewishness. That is often not a “Zionism” in a
worked-out or developed sense, but merely
an instinctive affinity with Israel as the
world’s only majority-Jewish state, a state
seen as a “life raft” for Jewish refugees from
genocide, with which many Jews have per-
sonal and family connections. When many
Jews hear invective against “Zionists”, they
feel themselves, not just right-wing Israeli na-
tionalists, to be under attack.

Socialists should have all sorts of criticisms
of that consciousness. We should want to per-
suade Jews, and all people, to develop a uni-
versalist-humanist consciousness based on
internationalism and solidarity, rather than
instinctive nationalist or communalist affini-
ties.

But such persuasion and development is
impossible without a sympathetic under-
standing of the historical roots of that nation-
alist impulse, in many ways entirely
“rational” given the particular history of the
Jewish people.

That is a level of sensitivity and nuance of
which Corbyn has so far not been consistently
capable; he has spent much of his political life
steeped in the two-camps dualism of Stalin-
ist-influenced “anti-imperialism”, a schema in
which “Zionism” is firmly part of the “impe-

rialist” camp, and “Zionists” are therefore fair
game.

His remarks were not “racist”, nor illustra-
tive of a racialised hatred of Jews on Corbyn’s
part. But they do demonstrate a lack of under-
standing of the ways that antisemitism does
not only manifest as racialised antipathy to
Jews, but can take other forms, often politi-
cally, rather than racially, constructed.

We can be almost certain that there are
more “scandals” of this type to come. The
media, and the right wing in the Labour Party,
are not fabricating them to “smear” Corbyn,
they are amplifying real issues; in effect,
punching a bruise. Relating to the issue as if
it is a mere PR scandal, requiring that the left
improve its “optics” and “messaging”, cannot
possibly fix the problem. A much more fun-
damental work of political-educational cam-
paigning is required to dismantle the
ideological infrastructure on which left-anti-
semitic ideas are based.

The fundamental character of the problem
also means that calls for Corbyn to resign are
misplaced. The issue is much deeper than one
individual; his resignation would accomplish
nothing, and would set the left as a whole
back politically. Corbyn is an expression of the
left, as a whole, as it is — in large part politi-
cally distorted by Stalinism — and it is the left
as a whole which needs transforming to un-
lock the real radical potential the new move-
ments on the left of Labour embody.

Corbyn should own his past mistakes, not
as regrettable PR gaffes but as the products of
mistaken political ideas, and take responsibil-
ity for educating himself and the movement
around him about better ones.

Those on the left now digging trenches over
the issues, such as the Camden Momentum
activists organising a lobby of the Labour
Party NEC to demand that it refuse to en-
dorse the full International Holocaust Re-
membrance Alliance (IHRA) definitions of
antisemitism, are perpetuating the problems
(see page 4).

The IHRA definitions are not the holy text
either its supporters or detractors claim —
neither a surefire prophylactic against anti-
semitism, nor a writ that will, via some mys-
tical power, censor and suppress legitimate
expressions of solidarity with the Palestini-
ans. In the current context it would be best for
Labour to endorse the definitions, and con-
tinue political discussion around its own
wider code of conduct.

While it may feel uncomfortable, or even
unseemly, to treat antisemitism as a matter for
“debate”, these issues cannot be fundamen-
tally and ultimately dealt with except by open
debate and discussion throughout the move-
ment, conducted in an atmosphere of free
speech, through which the foundations of left
antisemitism can be identified and chal-
lenged.

The future political and moral health of
the socialist left depends upon it.
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Liam Fox, the international trade secre-
tary in charge of negotiating with the
WTO, has said it is a 60% probability there
the UK will leave the EU without a deal.

According to the Sunday Times (4 August)
Fox put the chances of a no deal departure at
“60-40”, squarely blaming the “intransi-
gence” of the European Commission.

In response to increasing belligerence from
hard-line Tory Brexiters on the one hand, and
a Treasury report which said a “no deal
Brexit” would cost the UK an extra £80 billion
in borrowing, Theresa May said “no-deal”
would not be the end of the world.

The need for Labour to debate and adopt a
firm stand against Brexit, has been height-
ened by this Tory division and increasingly
political paralysis on the issue.

Over the next couple of weeks local Labour
Parties will be voting on their motions to the
Labour Party conference on 23-26 September
in Liverpool.

Under rules made in the Blair years, they
can submit motions only in a short time-slot
between early August and 13 September, and
the motions have to refer to “contemporary”
events (this year, after 9 August).

Still, ferment on the Brexit issue is running
high enough that it looks likely to push its
way onto the conference agenda. At the 2017
conference, motions on Brexit and on free
movement were submitted, but failed to
reach conference floor because they didn't get
enough votes to prioritise the issue.

Solidarity and Workers' Liberty cam-
paigned for the conference to have a debate,
but large parts of the left campaigned against,
arguing that we should support the Labour
Party leadership by leaving it with a free
hand.

Since then there has been a significant
change of mood, with many local Labour
parties submitting motions on this issue. A
turn in mood — most significantly towards
support for a second referendum — will be
further strengthened if Momentum agrees to
back it. A petition from Momentum members
has called for the organisation to consult
members on the issue – the group’s National
Coordinating Group is due to consider
whether to back that consultation.

At this year's Labour conference, three
main draft motions are making the rounds.

A draft from the Clarion magazine calls for
Labour to oppose Brexit on positive grounds

of support for free movement and interna-
tionalism.

It calls for “defending existing workers’
rights, freedom of movement, environmental
protections... international alliances to fight
for levelling-up of living standards, rights
and services; and democratisation of Euro-
pean institutions...” and “a public vote on
Brexit, with an option to remain”.

A draft from Another Europe Is Possible is
likely to be combined with the Clarion text in
the same “composite” at conference. It notes
that “2016 Conference committed to a public
vote on the Exit Deal so the people have the
final decision on whether to accept the gov-
ernment's deal or to stay in the EU”.

It proposes: “Oppose any Brexit deal that
does not satisfy Labour’s six tests; call for an
immediate general election, making a mani-
festo commitment to call a public vote on the
deal with an option to remain in the EU; if we
cannot get an election, campaign for a public
vote and call for an election following a gov-
ernment defeat in that vote”.

Likely to be counterposed to these is a sta-
tus-quo text being promoted by the Cam-
paign for Labour Party Democracy.
Momentum has not circulated any draft mo-
tions.

The CLPD text wants Labour to “continue
to support [the] six tests, the commitment to
a customs union and seeking full access” to
EU trade. It says “Labour should vote against
any agreement the government reaches”
which does not provide for free trade with
the EU, but beyond that “Labour should not
exclude in advance any means or tactics to
prevent a [bad] Brexit outcome”.

It does not mention free movement, lower-
ing of borders, or international labour-move-
ment solidarity.

Labour Party leaders are now on the same
wavelength, refusing to say that they back
free movement or want to stop Brexit, but
still being “open to the possibility of a popu-
lar vote being held on any deal, depending
on political circumstances” (Keir Starmer, 23
August). The policy conference of Labour's
biggest affiliated union, Unite, in early July,
voted through a statement from the union ex-
ecutive with a similar line.

That is a mistake. Socialists in the party
need to up our campaign to get Labour to
firmly commit to a consistently interna-
tionalist policy.

60% chance of no-deal Brexit?

We say “No Brexit”!
Corbyn, anti-Zionism,
and antisemitism
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The working class has the potential to be-
come a great power in society, but can
make that potential a reality, even on the
most limited scale, only by organisation. 

That fact follows from two facts about the
working class in developed capitalist society.
It is the basic productive class. It is simulta-
neously a wage-slave class. Its members are
relegated to relative poverty, cultural and ed-
ucational restrictions, insecurity, and ex-
hausting work burdens of parcellised tasks.
Individual workers, without collective organ-
isation, are merely troops under capitalist
command.

The working class has developed perma-
nent organisations on a scale not approached
by any previous subordinate class in history.
Yet some facts about the position of the work-
ing class in capitalist society tend to weaken
those organisations.

The wage-slave status of the working class
creates a bias towards the rank and file being
relatively inactive and unconfident in its or-
ganisations. Control over the leading officials
and parliamentarians becomes weak, even if
the organisations have good democratic
forms on paper (and usually they don't).

Those leading officials and parliamentari-
ans live in a different world, prosperous,
fairly secure, locked into frequent association
and horse-trading with capitalist officials and
managers. They organically gravitate to-
wards politics of bargaining within the sys-
tem which leave the working class passive
and in adverse times drift into little more
than damage-limitation.

In broad historic terms, the solution to this
dilemma lies in the creation of an organisa-
tion of the most committed and best self-ed-
ucated labour-movement activists which,
drawing nourishment from all the social re-
bellions of the working class and its allies,
small and large, builds itself into a revolu-
tionary party capable of transforming the
labour movement and thwarting those or-
ganic trends of weakening. As Max Shacht-
man explained: “Without consciousness and
plan, the proletarian revolution is impossible;
lacking them, a working class that seizes
power will never hold it. Without conscious-
ness and plan, the establishment of socialism
is impossible; if socialism is not consciously
planned, it will never come. Consciousness
and plan imply a self-active, aware, partici-
pating, deciding proletariat, which implies in
turn a dying-out of coercion and bureau-
cratism”.

It also implies a great achievement of self-
education. The organisation must be clear
about its aim and active in promoting it,
rather than hoping for it to be achieved by

roundabout ways. That includes defining
and polemicising about the gulf between
working-class socialism and all the other ide-
ologies which have come to adopt the word
“socialism”.

It follows therefore that to be effective,
Marxists must organise. To keep our Marxist
theory sharp and clear, we must constantly
test it in practice and debate, and that too re-
quires organisation.

We must use the openings given by the
Corbyn surge to advance the work of educa-
tion, persuasion, and activist organising;
every deficiency in doing so weakens not
only the long-term battle for socialism, but
also what the working class can gain from the
Corbyn surge in the short term. 

The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty does not
conceive of itself as being a revolutionary
party already-shaped, and only needing to
expand in numbers and grow by its own or-
ganic processes in order to become a full-
formed, i.e. mass, party. The future party has
to embody a sizeable fraction of the labour
movement, more than an ideologically-de-
fined pioneer minority, and will be built
through a complicated process of regroup-
ments, splits, and mergers. We have seen the
illusion of being an already-shaped (albeit as
yet small) “party”, often signalled by adopt-
ing the word “party” rather than “alliance”,
“league”, “group” “tendency” etc. for the or-
ganisation, accompanying sectarian politics
(WRP, SWP, RCP, SP, etc).

EDUCATION
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty is in
essence a political-educational campaign
for a revolutionary working-class party —
one which sees our political-educational
work as constantly and integrally linked
with activity in the immediate class strug-
gle: a tendency within the labour move-
ment that aims to build up socialist class
consciousness in our fellow workers, per-
suade them of the ideas that can form the
political basis of such a party, and join
them with us in ongoing activity. 

This does not mean that our work is less es-
sential than it would be if we called ourselves
a “party”; only that we have a proper sense
of proportion about what we have achieved
so far, and what remains to be achieved. The
conditions required for the work of a pioneer
activist organisation to be fruitful are in gen-
eral no less taxing for the people who under-
take it than are those for an already-shaped
party. 

While we have a fundamentally educa-
tional role, the AWL is not a discussion circle.
We also attempt to act as a lever to catalyse,
and shape, workers’ struggle: as revolution-
ary activists in our workplaces and unions,
and within the broad labour movement
around us.

We attempt to act as a “memory of the
class”, retaining the accumulated memories
of struggles won and lost, so that their les-
sons can be learnt and applied in our strug-

gles today.  
To do what it has to do, the organisation

has to be democratic, maintaining democratic
oversight and accountability over the activity
of its members who gain official positions in
the broad movement and of course its own
officials. To be democratic and effective, it
must demand of its activists a solid mini-
mum level of regularity in “party” activity,
discipline in action, and self-education.

Lenin summed it up thus: “We defined it
as: unity of action, freedom of discussion and
criticism. Only such discipline is worthy of
the democratic party of the advanced class.”
(bit.ly/lenin-06). He explained further in an-
other article around the same time: “Criti-
cism within the limits of the principles of the
Party Programme must be quite free... not
only at Party meetings, but also at public
meetings [but] the Party’s political action
must be united. No 'calls' that violate the
unity of definite actions can be tolerated…”

In other words, “discipline” does not, as
with some groups on the left, mean pretend-
ing to think differently from your real
thoughts. It does mean a responsibility to co-
operate in action, and a responsibility to clar-
ify and argue differences rather than
passively dissociating.

Outside of times of great social upheaval,
revolutionary socialist organisations have
usually been small, though with an influence
beyond their tiny numbers. Trotsky records

that in the depth of the reaction between the
1905 revolution in Russia and 1917: “In 1910
in the whole country there were a few dozen
people. Some were in Siberia [i.e. exiled there
by the Tsarist police]. But they were not or-
ganised. The people whom Lenin could reach
by correspondence or by an agent numbered
about 30 or 40 at most”. What those 30 or 40
did was indispensable for bringing it about
that by February 1917 the Bolsheviks had an
organisation of some 8,000 — a small minor-
ity, but with wider influence — from which
base it could move to win the majority in the
Soviets and lead the revolution. If it had been
only 10 or 15, rather than 30 or 40, then quite
likely the Bolshevik organisation would have
been too small and little-known in February
to have a chance of winning a majority by Oc-
tober, no matter how good its policy. And if
those 30 or 40 had gone “with the stream”,
one way or another, rather than constantly
fighting to sharpen their collective Marxist
understanding, the Bolsheviks would have
been unable to develop the sharp and often
subtle tactics, the clear proposals, the energy
in pushing ideas, which they also needed to
win the majority. In fact they would probably
have foundered and split in 1917.

The same goes for us today. Unless we de-
velop ourselves sharply and energetically in
not-so-favourable times, we will lack the
means to flower, to acquire new capacities, to
grow through splits and fusions as well as ac-

Why revolutionaries org
The annual conference of the Alliance
for Workers' Liberty will be held on 24-
25 November. We will be publishing the
main policy documents in Solidarity.
The follow document is on the
necessity of a working-class
revolutionary organisation.



cumulation of individuals, in more
favourable times.

The Corbyn surge since 2015 gives us
openings. About half a million people have
joined the Labour Party, and some 35,000
have joined Momentum, the great majority
doing so because they want to be politically
active in some way or another as left-
wingers.

What happens with such initially-vague
surges depends on what they find to hand in
the way of ideologies and political “teams”.
After decades of low political life in the
labour movement, since the mid-90s at least,
the ideologies and political “teams” that the
new young Corbyn supporters, and the older
people pulled back from political retirement,
found to hand were Stalinist or Stalinoid pol-
itics — mediated through the Morning Star,
but also through the activity of outright Stal-
inists in the Leader's Office — and “NGO
politics” (the leftish NGO as a model of po-
litical activity, the career in leftish NGO of-
fices as a model of individual activism)
which easily meshes in with the Stalinist ide-
ology. The low political temperature of the
surge, and the lack of livening influences on
it from the direct economic class struggle,
limit the challenges to those politics. Our job
is to fight those politics, and to win other peo-
ple to join with us in understanding those
politics and combatting them in the cause of
working-class socialism.

HOPED
Since 2015 we have done less well with
that than we hoped. 

The strength of the Stalinoid-NGO current
(more than we expected), the ability of the
Labour Party leadership to retain essentially
all the anti-democratic New Labour restruc-
turings without widespread revolt, and the
ability of the Momentum leadership to shut
down democratic life within Momentum at a
national level, again without widespread re-
volt, have made things more difficult. But it
was never on the cards that we could attract
the majority of the half-million joining the
Labour Party, or even the majority of the
35,000 joining Momentum. The question is
how we have done on the level of the dozens
and the hundreds.

Shortfalls by us have been important on
that level. 2015 did produce an increase in
our activity; but, within that, not enough in-
crease in the activity which is specific to an
organisation working effectively to build a
revolutionary party: getting our individual
activists known as part of a purposeful col-
lective with known ideas and visible collec-
tive activity; circulating and getting
discussion on literature; drawing people into
activities with us; organising political discus-
sions.

And (in most periods, anyway) half as
much activity of that specific sort does not
produce half the results, in terms of effective
dissemination of full-scale revolutionary so-
cialist ideas and organisation-building. It

may produce a tenth of the results, or no re-
sults at all. Conversely, doubling activity of
that sort can increase results way out of pro-
portion.

The founding document of our tendency,
in 1966, was written as a discussion docu-
ment within what was then the Militant
group, and concluded with specific propos-
als. The first proposal given special emphasis
was this: “The first task of the leadership is
the organisation. On these comrades rests the
responsibility for ensuring Bolshevik activity
by the whole group in the broad movement.
It is imperative that their own broad move-
ment activities take second place”.

The need for a revolutionary party de-
pends on the fact that the working class does
not develop evenly, one year everyone con-
servative, the next year everyone reformist,
the year after that everyone revolutionary...
Different sections develop differently, in in-
terconnecting ways, and there are regressions
as well as advances. On a smaller scale, that
is also true within a revolutionary party, and
even within a small organisation setting out
to educate on the need for a revolutionary
party, and build its political nucleus.

The revolutionary organisation lives, by
definition, within a hostile society, indeed
within a largely hostile labour movement.
The revolutionary organisation strives to
push its ideas out, but at the same time the
broader society and the broader labour
movement press in on it. A revolutionary or-
ganisation has to expect some tirednesses,
discouragements, etc. among its older mem-
bers, and work deliberately to make sure
they do not set the tone for the whole organ-
isation. 

We must set the aim of constantly renew-
ing and refreshing our network of organisers.
As Plekhanov declared: “without revolution-
ary theory there is no revolutionary move-
ment in the true sense of the word... An idea
which is inherently revolutionary is a kind of
dynamite which no other explosive in the
world can replace. And as long as our move-

ment is under the banner of backward or er-
roneous theories it will have revolutionary
significance only by some, but by no means
all of its aspects. At the same time, without
its members knowing it, it will bear in itself
the germs of reaction which will deprive it
even of that little significance in the more or
less near future…”

Trotsky took the argument further: “The
mass organisations have value precisely be-
cause they are mass organisations. Even
when they are under... reformist leadership
one cannot discount them. One must win the
masses who are in their clutches: whether
from outside or from inside depends on the
circumstance. Small organisations which re-
gard themselves as selective, as pioneers, can
only have value on the strength of their pro-
gramme and of the schooling and steeling of
their cadres. A small organisation which has
no unified programme and no really revolu-
tionary will is less than nothing, is a negative
quantity”.

INDIVIDUAL
A small organisation cannot hope to make
progress towards building a revolutionary
party just by having its individual mem-
bers run good campaigns, or be ad-
mirable trade-unionists. 

It can do it only by showing people around
it that it has world-changing ideas, getting
them to study those ideas, convincing them.

The first condition here is that the organi-
sation's own members are well-schooled in
its ideas. (That does not exclude members
disagreeing with the majority on particular
policies; it does mean that those members
study the majority view thoroughly and
strive to formulate their own, differing, ideas
in well-worked-out form). And for that we
need, above all, to read books.

A culture nourished only by word-of-
mouth discussion, or, worse, by internet chat-
ter, cannot have the necessary solidity. 

To become an adequate revolutionary or-
ganisation, we must read more books, and in

the first place the Marxist classics and our
own books (as well as books from wider
working-class socialist and radical traditions,
and works of serious “bourgeois” scholar-
ship).

A chief plank of our work in the labour
movement, especially in the Labour Party, is
the revival of democratic culture long mar-
ginalised by Blairism and general bureau-
cratism.

EP Thompson's history, The Making of the
English Working Class, reports in the heroic
period of the formation of the labour move-
ment, in the first half of the 19th century after
the Napoleonic Wars, “a general addiction to
the forms and proprieties of organisational
constitutionalism. It seems at times that half
a dozen working men could scarcely sit in a
room together without appointing a Chair-
man, raising a point-of-order, or moving the
Previous Question”.

Whatever the influences on that addiction
of mimicry of bourgeois parliamentarism or
of copying from dissenting religious sects, it
represented a sound working-class instinct,
and a protection for the critic, the dissident,
the pioneer, the unconfident, and the slow of
tongue. That tradition remained in force for
many decades. In the Blair-Brown period it
was openly decried — meetings, motions,
votes were declared “boring” — and with se-
rious effect. Many young labour movement
people have no idea of the objective proce-
dures needed to make a meeting democratic.
Many older ones have lost what idea they did
have.

Restoring objective democratic proce-
dures in the labour movement, and sus-
taining and improving them in our own
ranks, is a central part of our work to build
a revolutionary party.

• In the lead up to conference we will
publish some conference documents in
Solidarity. To read these online see:
www.workersliberty.org/AWLconfer-
ence18

Max Shachtman's Under the Banner of
Marxism, which forms the bulk of this
book, deserves to be considered one of
the classic polemics of the Marxist move-
ment, alongside The Poverty of Philoso-
phy, Anti-Dühring, and others. 

It defends the Bolsheviks, their revolution,
their work to build a revolutionary socialist
movement, and the continued relevance of
their approach.

The British political labour movement is
trying to recreate itself. Over the last three
years something like half a million people
have joined the Labour Party, and done so

mostly because they want to be politically
active as left-wingers. Around 35,000 have
joined Momentum for the same reason.

Yet the legacy of previous defeats for so-
cialism still weighs heavy. There is a strong
current of opinion within the broad left
which suggests that a broadly left-wing
Labour Party will suffice. What has the ex-
perience of the Bolsheviks and the Bolshevik
tradition have to say to them?

The book contains also other relevant
documents on the Bolshevik Revolution
and texts by Leon Trotsky, Rosa Luxem-
burg, and Hal Draper.

In Defence of The Bolsheviks 
New book coming soon 
Pre-order online now

Pre-order online today for £8.50 including UK postage.
www.workersliberty.org/books
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How the BDS movement delegitimises Israel
By Dan Katz
In an interesting article in the Guardian (14
August) Nathan Thrall sets out the way in
which many Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions (BDS) activists now view the Is-
rael-Palestinian conflict and how they
pose a solution.

“BDS has challenged the two-state consen-
sus … by undermining [the] central premise:
that the conflict can be resolved simply by
ending Israel’s occupation of Gaza, East
Jerusalem and the rest of the West Bank…

“… transforming the Israel-Palestine de-
bate from a negotiation over the end of the
occupation and the division of territory into
an argument about the conflict’s older and
deeper roots: the original displacement of
most of the Palestinians, and, on the ruins of
their conquered villages, the establishment of
a Jewish state…

“The concept of apartheid became central
to the BDS movement’s framing of the con-
flict. Whereas the Palestinian Authority
sought to accentuate its autonomy and state-
like characteristics, the BDS movement un-
derlined the PA’s subservience to Israel. For
proponents of the two-state model, the PA
was a nationalist project working toward
eventual independence, while in the
apartheid framework it was merely an Israeli
satrap. BDS leaders emphasised the de facto
“one-state reality” of Israel-Palestine…

“[T]he idea of a single state was not a plan
for the future — to be sought or averted —
but an accurate description of the reality on
the ground… Legally, commercially and ad-
ministratively, the Jewish and Palestinian
populations were interlaced.

“A battle against occupation could be con-
cluded with a simple military withdrawal,
but a struggle against apartheid could be
won only with the end of state policies that
discriminated against non-Jews. In the case
of Israel, these could be found not just in the
occupied territories, but everywhere Pales-
tinians came into contact with the state. In the
West Bank, Palestinians were denied the right
to vote for the government controlling their
lives ... In Gaza, they could not exit, enter, im-
port, export or even approach their borders
without the permission of Israel or its ally,
Egypt. In Jerusalem, they were segregated
from one another and encircled by check-
points and walls. In Israel, they were evicted
from their lands, prevented from reclaiming
their expropriated homes, and blocked from
residing in communities inhabited exclu-
sively by Jews.”

ALTERNATIVE
The case against this version of the single
state solution, rooted in BDS, and al-
legedly offering a peaceful solution to the
conflict, is simply stated:

• The idea that Israel and Gaza and the
West Bank, plus the decedents of Palestinian
refugees from 1948, form a single state — a
single political entity — is ridiculous; 

• There is no similarity between the politi-
cal and economic structure of apartheid
South Africa and Israel and Gaza/West
Bank/the Palestinian diaspora;

• The Israeli Jews will never willingly give
up their state in order to dissolve, unarmed
and unprotected, into an Arab-majority state
along with a majority population with who
they have been in bitter conflict with for
many decades.

This is a policy which has started with its
hoped-for endpoint — a single (Arab) state

— and been worked back-
wards to produce a justifi-
cation. Our policy starts
with the reality for Pales-
tinian and Israeli workers,
on the ground, and
worked forward to find
the most democratic, feasi-
ble arrangement that can
begin to mend the antago-
nism between the two peo-
ples.

Of course it is under-
standable why such a set
of ideas might be attractive
to a British activist willing
to ignore the obvious prob-
lems with this version of a
single state “solution”.
Firstly, it avoids the need
to advocate the “smash-
ing” — the bloody destruc-
tion — of Israel by some
outside force (as the SWP
have said: “The road to
Jerusalem lies through [an
aggressive government in]
Cairo”). In this version of the single state “so-
lution” the Israeli Jews will voluntarily see
the error of their ways, disarm, dismantle
their state — their armed protection — and
dissolve into an Arab majority state.

Whoever thinks this is a possible is a fan-
tasist — or a cynic, who has a second agenda
in the background, and is using this policy to
dupe the unquestioning British middle-class
liberals who sincerely advocate the policy. 

In contrast, the two states solution is pos-
sible because it asks less of the Israeli Jews,
stopping short of attacking their democratic
rights to self-determination (meaning, the
right to a state). Any policy which denies the
Israeli Jews the right to self-determination is
unreasonable — and right now, given the bal-
ance of power, utterly unfeasible.

APARTHEID
The 1960 South African census showed
that three million of the population were
white (19%), a little less than one-in-five
of the population. The white South
Africans were a caste and even white
workers benefited from the exploitation of
Black labour. 

By 1960 black South Africans had been
stripped of almost all forms of political rep-
resentation. Pass books and Bantustans were
part of an intricate system which regulated
the use of black labour on behalf of racist
South African capitalism. The solution was to
abolish distinctions of race and deliver polit-
ical equality.

The reason that calling Israel an apartheid
state is so important for the single state ac-
tivists is what they want to take from the
South African experience is the political pro-
gramme — one person, one vote in a single
state (with the abolition of Bantustans etc).

The problem is that the structure of Israel
is nothing like that of apartheid era South
Africa. 

In Israel — inside the 1967 borders — Is-
raeli Jews are the big majority, with Arab Is-
raelis a little more than one-in-five of the
population. Israeli capitalism relies — mainly
— on the exploitation of Jewish Israeli work-
ers. 

Arab Israelis are a discriminated-against
minority. However Arab Israelis have not
had their rights crushed. They are able to
vote, to build their own parties, to protest.

Arab parties have MKs in the Knesset. 
The answer to the discrimination is to end

the discrimination, not to attempt to destroy
Israel!

And Gaza and the West Bank are not Ban-
tustans containing cheap labour for the Is-
raeli economy. The time when many
thousands of Palestinians crossed the Green
Line each day to work in Israel — before the
first intifada — has long gone. The Arabs that
work in Israel are Israeli citizens. 

Gaza is currently sealed off and strangled
by the Israeli (and Egyptian) state(s), not in-
tegrated into the Israeli economy as a subor-
dinate part.

The plight of working-class Palestinians is
very much our concern. But before we know
what to say, we must actually understand the
full reality of the situation.

Still more ridiculous is to describe the
Palestinian diaspora living in other Arab
states as existing under Israeli apartheid. The
descendants of those Palestinians that fled in
1948 living in camps in, say, Lebanon or
Syria, have been denied the right to integrate
into their host societies and denied political
rights by the Arab governments of those
states.

For example, the Lebanese government has
denied Palestinians civil rights and they have
no automatic right to work, join a union, or
get social security. Palestinians are banned
from 25 areas of work, including medicine,
law and engineering. Troops guard Palestin-
ian camps in order — for example — to stop
Palestinians building and improving their
housing. They are deliberately kept in
squalor.

This is not the Israeli state’s action, it is the
action of an Arab state. If Palestinians in
Lebanon are living under apartheid it is
Lebanese apartheid.

The attempt to claim that a single state al-
ready exists — across Israel, the West Bank,
Gaza and the scattered Palestinians in a
dozen Arab countries — is a piece of not very
clever political cheating available only to
those who are determined that a single
(Arab) state should be advocated and are not
troubled by the facts of the real world.

Take Gaza. Are we supposed to believe that
the Hamas-run Islamic police state, is really
a part of Israel? Despite the withdrawal of the
Israeli state, and the dismantling of all Israeli
settlements in Gaza, in 2005? 

How does this make any sense? The pre-
cise purpose of Israeli withdrawal was that
Israel wanted nothing more to do with Gaza.

A SOLUTION
Any solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict must not only focus on the reality
of Palestinian suffering (the realities of
checkpoints in the West Bank, the dis-
crimination, the unfair detentions of chil-
dren etc), but also — honestly — note the
reality of the social structures in these so-
cieties. 

Many Israelis already accept the idea of a
two states solution; almost no Israelis will
ever accept the voluntary abolition of Israel
in favour of dissolving themselves, unpro-
tected, into an Arab state. The experience of
the Holocaust and the extreme tension in the
region for decades, the wars and hostility to
Israel, guarantee this. The only honest way to
advocate a single state is to advocate extreme
violence against Israel —that way leads to a
war against the Israeli Jews, not peace and
reconciliation.

The left would not expect peoples who
have been at peace for decades to dissolve
themselves into a unitary state. The left does
not expect Argentina and Chile to merge, nor
Poland and Germany, so why expect it in a
much more fraught, difficult situation in Is-
rael-Palestine?

Any solution we advocate should be con-
sistent with other, similar disputes. No one
on the left advocates that Turkey, which is as
brutal an occupying power towards the
Kurds as Israel is to the Palestinians, be re-
placed with a unitary Kurdish state. None of
the left advocates a comprehensive campaign
of boycotting Turkish produce or culture. 

This singling out of Israel, and treating Is-
rael as an illegitimate and essentially, in-
evitably and eternally racist state gets to the
heart of much of the left’s agitation on the
question. It begs the question: why has the
left one rule for Turkey and one for Israel? To
avoid this type of antisemitism the left must
be willing to grant equal rights to the Jewish
Israeli nation.

Workers’ unity through mutual recogni-
tion of national rights is the only demo-
cratic policy for socialists to adopt. We
are for an independent Palestinian state
alongside Israel, with the same rights as
Israel. 
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How did the coalition government come
about?

Following the collapse of the coalition be-
tween the Social Democrats (SPÖ) and the
People's Party (ÖVP) in May 2017, the Peo-
ple’s Party won the resulting election but
were without a majority in parliament. They
needed to go into coalition with the far-right
Freedom Party (FPÖ).

For most of the Second Republic (Austria
since the Second World War) there has been
an informal understanding that the govern-
ment should be a coalition between the SPÖ
and the ÖVP as well as the Chamber of
Labour and the Chamber of Economy; this
move has challenged the existence of this
“social partnership”.

During the election the ÖVP manoeuvred
significantly to the right to address the rise of
the FPÖ, particularly on immigration. The
way in which Sebastian Kurz, the 31-year old
leader of the ÖVP (and indeed, Christian
Kern, the SPÖ leader) presented himself in
the election followed the propaganda style of
Emmanuel Macron in France, that of a mod-
ernising technocrat.

What are the origins of the Freedom Party,
and what is its relationship to fascism?

The FPÖ traces its organisational lineage to
the Federation of Independents set up in the
1950s by former SS members, which sought
to give political representation to former
Nazis whose actions were being restricted
under the denazification laws in post-fascist
Austria, alongside a dominant element of na-
tional-liberalism. In the late 1980s, the party
took a populist turn under leader Jörg
Haider, which has led it to its far-right pop-
ulism of today. 

The current party leader and Austrian
Vice-Chancellor Heinz-Christian Strache has
played a very similar role within the FPÖ as
French politician Marine le Pen has in Na-
tional Rally (formerly known as Front na-
tional). He has deep personal links with the
fascist right of the party, yet as leader has
been attempting to sanitise its image.

Strache was involved in neo-Nazi youth
movements and was arrested at a torch-led
neo-Nazi march. However, he has also been
expelling members who have made overly
explicit displays of fascism, such as a coun-
cillor who did a Hitler salute.

There have always been close links be-
tween the extra-parliamentary far right and
the FPÖ, with the most recent and prominent
example being the defence of the Identitarian
Movement (IBÖ) by senior FPÖ members in-
cluding Strache.

The Identitarian movement has been a
global far-right movement with its origins in
the French Nouvelle Droit’s attempts to re-
brand the image of fascists. It has a promi-
nent youth element. In Austria, Identitarian
activists have staged a number of occupa-
tions of pro-refugee organisations and
events, including a play being performed by
refugee actors where attendees have filed
charges of grievous bodily harm against
them.

They have also been playing an active role
in the efforts by Identitarian activists across
Europe to physically prevent refugee ships
from crossing the Mediterranean into Italy.

What has the coalition government been
doing?

The government has made it more difficult
for migrants and refugees to come to Austria
and has made life harder for those already
there.

Perhaps the principle “achievement”
which Kurz boasts has been closing the bor-
der to refugees attempting to enter Austria
through the Balkans, although it should be
noted that this was decided at a conference
of different European foreign ministers held
by Kurz when he was a minister under the
Social Democrat and People’s Party coalition. 

They have also begun to make it more dif-
ficult for migrants to claim unemployment
benefits and have ended the provisions for
driver’s licences to be issued in Turkish.

As is the case across all of Europe, much of
the anti-migrant sentiment in Austria has
centred around Muslims, and Muslim
women have taken the brunt of this. It is will
soon be forbidden to wear headscarves in
kindergarten, as is the case for teachers. Since
the formation of the coalition women in
headscarves have faced increasing harass-
ment and violence in public, particularly on
public transport.

Despite their propaganda against immi-
grants and claiming that they are a threat to
Austrian women, the government has cut
funding to feminist organisations. Not only
did they cancel conventions of organisations
advising and supporting migrant women,
but also on women’s shelters. The govern-
ment does not care about protecting women,
but rather refuses to finance organisations
which protect women from violence and pro-
vide support to them, whoever the perpetra-
tor is.

In our political discourse domestic violence
remains a taboo subject which cannot be
openly and frankly addressed, but merely
projected onto migrants. Sexism runs deep in
our society, and with the government’s poli-
cies everyone loses.

The welfare state has also seen cuts and
there have also been more direct assaults on
workers’ rights: the maximum legal working
hours have been increased to twelve hours a
day. At some points during its populist turn,
the FPÖ has attempted to present itself as a

“social homeland” party, in line with the
propaganda of many far-right parties offer-
ing social democracy for “natives”.

Whilst its actions in government bring the
lie to any claim that they are a party which is
governing in the interests of workers, they
have been able to get away with these actions
through playing to and stoking anti-migrant
sentiment within society.

Despite the FPÖ’s deeply anti-EU politics,
they have been content to subordinate this
for the most part due to ÖVP’s pro-EU
stance: Sebastian Kurz became EU President
in July.

Following the cue of other European far
right movements, the FPÖ has attempted to
shed the image of its antisemitic “past” by
pivoting its support to the Israeli government
and making utterly cynical attempts to to-
kenise Jewish people, by claiming that one of
the driving reasons behind their anti-Muslim
chauvinism is to protect Jewish people.

Despite this, and despite the personal
friendships between a number of FPÖ and
Likud senior officials, the Israeli government
has refused to have an official relationship
with the FPÖ. Kurz negotiated this by mak-
ing sure that Strache would not be the For-
eign Minister (the Foreign Minister is an
FPÖ-appointee but not a party member, and
recently made headlines for inviting Putin to
Austria for her wedding). 

What has been the state of the left in Aus-
tria?

After the government legislation increas-
ing the legal daily working hours, there was
a large demonstration in Vienna, but both the
trade union confederation and the Social De-
mocrats failed to offer a political direction to
the opposition.

The Social Democrats are a neoliberal party
which has been unable to provide leadership
in the fight against the government, as it is
difficult for them to argue that they present a
meaningful alternative. Many of the anti-im-
migration policies being carried out today
have only been made possible due to reforms
by the previous administration in which
Kern served as Chancellor, so when the SPÖ
calls the government racist it rings hollow.

All over Austria the SPÖ have adopted
bourgeois policies, whether it be trying to pit

native workers against migrants, restricting
the liberties of homeless people in the capital
city, or carrying out neoliberal economic re-
forms at the behest of the Austrian ruling
class.

Their youth wing Socialist Youth Austria
(SJÖ) is a genuinely left-wing (albeit not anti-
capitalist) organisation which makes strong
criticisms of the main party, and within it the
Trotskyist group The Spark (a sister organi-
sation of Socialist Appeal in Britain) have
some power, particularly within Vorarlberg.
However, the criticisms which come from the
SJÖ are ineffective in changing the direction
of the SPÖ.

Outside of the Social Democrats, the left
exists in a number of different forms. Last
year the youth section of the Green Party was
expelled due to the conflict between the eco-
capitalist politics of the main party and the
more left-wing politics of the youth. They
went into an electoral alliance with the Aus-
trian Communist Party (which made an un-
easy and internally fraught move from
Stalinism to a form of Eurocommunism in the
1990s), which largely failed. 

The RSO are involved in the Aufbruch (De-
parture) project, which is a coalition of social
democrats, democratic socialists, revolution-
ary socialists, and left-populists which has
sought to achieve a united front of the differ-
ent left-wing organisations and forces across
the country.

Despite opening with a conference of eight
hundred people it has shrunk in the past two
years, and the attempts to be pluralistic and
horizontal have led the group to be some-
what directionless.

However, there are positive turns in the or-
ganisation, with Aufbruch activists in Vienna
and Salzburg organising a conference in Sep-
tember, despite efforts by the FPÖ in
Salzburg to deny them use of a building and,
with seemingly no sense of irony, condemn
them as violent rabble rousers.

In addition to their work within Auf-
bruch, the RSO is engaged in workplace
activism in hospitals across Vienna, where
they produce the workplace bulletin Klar-
text and have organised demonstrations
of hospital workers and nurses against
the reforms to hospitals by the local So-
cial Democratic city government.

Austria’s government is a coalition of
the right-wing People’s Party and the
far-right Freedom Party. Pete Andrews
spoke to two activists from the Vienna
branch of the Revolutionary Socialist
Organisation (RSO), an Austrian
Trotskyist group.

Austrian government attacks migrants and Muslims
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What should Labour do
about schools?
By David Pendletone
As in so many areas Labour's
2017 manifesto marked a wel-
come and significant sea change
in the party’s direction and vo-
cabulary on education.

Gone was the talk of driving up
standards by competition, in-
creased observation and punish-
ment of teachers who didn’t make
the grade. Instead there were wel-
come commitments to establish a
National Education Service (NES),
ensure democratic control of
schools, and restore funding cuts
and genuine commitments to fund
further education and Early Years
provision better.

However, the manifesto only ap-
peared as radical as it did because
of a context of  defeats and political
retreat for the labour movement
over the last 40 years.

The 2017 manifesto was not as
progressive on education as those
before the 90s and it was far from
what is required to undo the dam-
age that has been done to our
schools and colleges, and set about
creating a truly progressive and
emancipatory education system. 

This is what a Labour govern-
ment coming into power should
do…

In the first place Labour must
tackle the school funding crisis.
91% of schools currently face real
terms budget cuts compared to
2015-6. £2.8 billion has been cut
from school budgets since 2016.
Labour must commit to restore
funding to the 2010 high point. It
must also ensure that education at
all levels is free to access to every-
one. Critically, Labour should re-
store the Educational Maintenance
Allowance and make it a living
grant for all post-16 students. It
should ensure all pre-16 students
receive free school meals. Neither
of these steps should be means
tested. 

An astonishing omission from
the 2017 manifesto was any men-
tion of academies. The majority of
secondary schools in England are
now academies, although the take
up is far less in primaries. Acade-
mies, along with free schools, rep-
resent the privatisation of our
schools. They are private organisa-
tions, not under any local demo-
cratic control, answerable only to
themselves, Ofsted and the Depart-
ment for Education. Public opinion
has shifted against academies. An
incoming Labour government
must take all schools and nursery
schools back under Local Authority
control.

The manifesto committed to
abolish VAT relief on private
schools. But private schools are a

source of the huge inequality in our
society. An in-coming Labour gov-
ernment must end private educa-
tion and take these schools into
public control.

Theresa May is keen to champion
grammar schools. But grammar
schools are also an engine of in-
equality, by taking higher achiev-
ing children out of other schools.
They are by their nature divisive
and prejudicial. Labour must com-
mit to ensuring all schools are com-
prehensive.

Religious schools are also divi-
sive. They attempt to, to a greater
or lesser degree, indoctrinate chil-
dren in their religious doctrines.
Labour must introduce a truly sec-
ular system. Religious education in
schools should not preference any
religion or system of belief and give
due weight to discussing the values
of atheism and agnosticism.

COOPERATION
Our school system must be
based on cooperation and col-
lectivism not on competition. 

The pseudo-market system that
has proliferated in the last 30 years
has had a detrimental effect on
many children’s education and has
driven thousands of education
workers out of our schools. A
Labour government must abolish
Ofsted and end school league ta-
bles. It needs to replace this system
with an accountability culture
founded on recognition of educa-
tion workers' responsibility and
professional autonomy, with a
voice for all of those involved in ed-
ucation.

Labour must nationalise the
exams boards so that all assessment
is at an agreed level and that there
is not a market in qualifications. A
nationalised exam board would be
organised on the basis of expert
knowledge and agreed curriculum
targets rather than targets for pass-
ing and failing students.

Schools are currently under huge
pressure to get “results” which are
measured through high-stakes test-
ing. This testing is used to measure
and label children and education
workers alike. On assuming office
Labour must immediately scrap
SATs tests and GCSEs and replace
them with on-going, continuous as-
sessment and a variety of assess-

ment and reward systems not sim-
ply summative high stakes testing.

The current testing culture has
had a disastrous effect on the men-
tal health of our young people. It
has also damaged the relationship
between education professionals
and the children and young people
they work with. Even the bosses’
organisation the CBI has con-
demned the testing regime. Their
concern is that schools are produc-
ing young people who can get
through exam “hoops” but can’t
critically think, problem solve or
evaluate.

Labour should  also remove
streaming and setting from schools.
Young people have different com-
binations of skills and aptitudes.
The current system is more con-
cerned with labelling and differen-
tiating than developing and
nurturing those individual apti-
tudes.

Labour should end the spiralling
and draconian practice of deten-
tion, which is used now in schools
as almost an indiscriminate punish-
ment.

Beyond this, Labour must ad-
dress the terrible narrowing of the
curriculum. It must ensure that a
wide-range of subjects are available
and taught well throughout sec-
ondary, restoring arts, creative and
social science courses where they
have been cut. The primary cur-
riculum needs an entire overhaul,
restoring creativity as the central
concerns of schools.

Many schools cannot now attract
the teachers they need. This is often
referred to as a recruitment crisis.
In fact there are plenty of qualified
teachers but many do not want to
teach in the current system. Radical
action is required by any Labour
government to address teacher
workload (the average teacher’s
hours are about 60 hours a week)
and pay decent wages to all educa-
tion workers (teaching assistant are
amongst the worst paid workers in
the country). Immediately, Labour
will need to introduce national pay
bargaining for all education work-
ers and institute a maximum 45-
hour week.

Finally, to ensure that the educa-
tion agenda is driven by and not
against those who work in the pro-
fession and the young people they
educate, school governors should
have representation by trade
unions (not staff reps whose duty is
to the school not their colleagues)
and elected student or pupil repre-
sentatives. This representation
should also occur in the Local Edu-
cation Authorities.

If an incoming Labour govern-
ment carried these measures
out, the promise of the National
Education Service would indeed
be as radical as the implementa-
tion of the NHS was 80 years
ago.

Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its
labour power to another, the capitalist class, which owns
the means of production. 
The capitalists’ control over the economy and their relentless
drive to increase their wealth causes poverty, unemployment,
the blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the destruction
of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capitalists,
the working class must unite to struggle against capitalist
power in the workplace and in wider society.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than the present system, with
elected representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.
In workplaces, trade unions, and Labour organisations;
among students; in local campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we stand for:
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
• A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression.
Full equality for women, and social provision to free women
from domestic labour. For reproductive justice: free abortion on
demand; the right to choose when and whether to have
children. Full equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity against
racism.
• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against global capital — workers
everywhere have more in common with each other than with
their capitalist or Stalinist rulers.
• Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global social
organisation.
• Equal rights for all nations, against
imperialists and predators big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action, and
openness in debate.

If you agree with us, please take some
copies of Solidarity to sell — and join us!

@workerslibertyWorkers’ LibertyMore online at www.workersliberty.org
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Where we stand

Events

Have an event you want listing?   Email: solidarity@workersliberty.org

Wednesday 5 September
UVW and PCS protest at MoJ
and BEIS
12.45pm, Ministry of Justice, 102
Petty France, London SW1H 9AJ
bit.ly/2BTdXvP

Monday 10 September
Left Against Brexit — Oxford
7.30pm, Wesley Memorial
Church, New Inn Hall Street, Ox-
ford OX1 2DH
bit.ly/2Nt7A3E

Tuesday 11 September
Left Against Brexit — Norwich
6.30pm, The Halls, St Andrew's
Plain, Norwich NR3 1AU
bit.ly/2LxqCUY

Friday 31 August 
Brixton McStrike party
7pm, The Brixton Pound, 77 At-
lantic Road, London SW9 8PU
bit.ly/2NpD7ng

Sunday 2 September
Socialist Feminist Reading
Group: Sex and the Victorians
2pm, Effra Social, 89 Effra Road,
London SW2 1DF
bit.ly/2ohhtGX

7-9 September 
Student Activist Weekender
(first day Student Feminist
Campaign Day)
10am, UCL, Gower Street, Lon-
don, WC1E 6BT
bit.ly/2mm6BpY



By a UCU member
Universities staff belonging to
UCU and Unison will be balloted
this autumn in a dispute over
pay, casualization and equalities. 

In an effort to head off the dis-
pute employers are imposing the
2% rise or £425 they have initially
offered, while the unions have de-
manded 7.5% or £1500 (whichever
is the greater) plus a £10 minimum
wage and national frameworks to
address the gender pay gap and
precarious work. 

Inflation is currently running at
2.3% (CPIH) so this is a real-terms
pay cut and does nothing to ad-
dress the long-term decline in pay
following a series of below-infla-
tion pay increases.

The UCU ballot opens on 31 Au-
gust and will close on 19 October.
In a consultative ballot earlier in the
summer 82% voted to reject the pay
offer with 65% backing strikes, on a
turnout of 47.7%. Turnout needs to
top 50% to meet the legal threshold
in the official strike ballot. Unison’s
ballot is expected to open in mid-
September. The pay dispute in-
volves the vast majority of
universities and staff at all grades.

The pensions dispute affecting
higher-grade staff in pre-92 univer-
sities (members of the Universities
Superannuation Scheme, USS) is
currently on hold while a Joint Ex-
pert Panel nominated by unions

and management considers the
wider issues. It’s due to report in
September, but as it’s likely to take
up to a year for its recommenda-
tions to be implemented, USS has
invoked interim measures to satisfy
the Pensions Regulator. These
mean that USS pension contribu-
tions will rise from 8% to 8.8% of
salary from 1 April 2019, wiping
out almost half the employers’ pro-
posed pay rise for the staff affected.

USS has finally backed down on
its refusal to share the data under-
pinning the controversial valuation
that prompted last year’s dispute
and has allowed UCU negotiators
access to a good proportion of the
relevant material. They have found
serious flaws in the tests used to set

pension levels. USS is still refusing
to allow the data to be shared with
members more widely (which
would enable expert checking of
the negotiators’ calculations), but
the concession on transparency is
welcome and pressure needs to be
kept on the trustees to allow open
discussion on the figures.

The strength of the pay dispute
will be a defining factor in what
happens with pensions. A good
turnout and impressive strike ac-
tion in the autumn is likely to mean
better offers on both. Failure to
meet the threshold, or a weak
turnout on the picket lines risks
poor settlements all round.  

Vote Yes to strike action and
Yes to action short!

UCU pay ballot: vote yes!

By a train driver
This week (27 August) could be a
crucial in the ongoing dispute
between the RMT and the South
Western Railway, Northern and
Merseyrail franchises.

Talks under the auspices of
ACAS have collapsed again at
SWR, with the RMT calling further
strikes on 2, 8 and 15 September
and accusing the company of
“making a mockery” of the talks.

At Northern, previous talks col-
lapsed and further strikes were
called for 25 August and 1 and 8
September. New talks via ACAS
were due to begin on Tuesday 28

August. The strike on 25 August
showed no sign of a loss of resolve
among the membership. At the
time of writing the other strike
dates remain in place, with a fur-
ther three dates being added for 15,
22 and 29 September.

31 August represents a key date
at Merseyrail. The union has been
locked in ACAS talks over the issue
since Easter but this date is the
deadline they have set for a deal to
be produced. It is likely that RMT
will put some more strike dates on
if a settlement is not reached, prob-
ably to match as many of the
Northern dates as possible after the
statutory 2 week notice period.

Meanwhile, drivers' union Aslef
is mostly maintaining its shameful
silence on these disputes. Its mem-
bers at Merseyrail have remained
unwaivering in their solidarity in
respecting RMT picket lines. Yet
Aslef leadership figures continue
their hypocritical approach of
heaping praise on the Merseyrail
members while doing absolutely
nothing about the mass crossing of
picket lines by their members at the
other franchises. 

The spotlight will be on them
when RMT settles the various
disputes. Aslef leaders have
promised to fight DOO whenever
it is proposed to them by rail
bosses anywhere.

By a trade union activist
Activists from the Independent
Workers’ union of Great Britain
(IWGB), United Voices of the
World (UVW), UCU, Unite, RMT,
Bectu, and other unions and
workers’ organisations came
together for the “How To Win At
Work” conference on Saturday
18 August, hosted by the left-
wing think tank New Economics
Foundation. 

The culmination of a project
aimed at linking up the struggles
of “precarious” workers such as
cleaners, bar workers, restaurant
workers, delivery couriers and
others, the conference saw ac-
tivists take part in workshops on
the basics of workplace organising
and planning workplace action. 

The event gave workers an op-
portunity to understand and con-
textualise their own workplace
experiences, with casualised edu-
cation workers discovering com-

monalities of experience with
cleaners and track maintenance
workers on London Under-
ground, Deliveroo couriers, and
others. 

A committee of volunteers was
formed to help the unions in-
volved coordinate ongoing soli-
darity and joint action. The project
has also produced a series of
videos on organising and fighting
back at work.  

The conference ended with a
rendition of “Solidarity Forever”,
after a closing speech from Work-
ers’ Liberty supporter and RMT
activist Daniel Randall, which ex-
plained the history of the song.
Randall said: “‘We can bring to
birth the new world from the
ashes of the old’, runs the last  line
of the song’s final verse. 

“Solidarity is our mechanism
for doing that; our struggle aims
to elevate solidarity from the or-
ganising principle of resistance
to the governing principle of so-
ciety.”

By Ollie Moore
Train maintenance workers at
London Underground’s Ruislip
depot struck again from 22-24
and 24-26 August in their dispute
to demand pay parity with other
grades of maintenance workers. 

The strike was planned in two
waves to cover separate shifts, and
maximise the impact on planned
maintenance works over the pe-
riod. 

A union statement said: “RMT is
angry and frustrated that our ef-
forts to reach a negotiated settle-
ment to this dispute continue to be
kicked back at every turn by Lon-
don Underground and as a result
we have had no choice but to esca-
late the action with these two 48-
hour strikes coinciding with a
major programme of works on the
network across the Bank Holiday
weekend.

“Despite previous industrial ac-

tion there has been no serious move
by London Underground to resolve
these disputes and the company
need to wake up and take note of
the anger on the shop floor.”

Drivers on the Waterloo and
City Line also plan industrial ac-
tion from 9 September, in a dis-
pute to resist the removal of
platform staff. The drivers will re-
fuse to reverse their trains until
they have been physically
checked.

By Gemma Short
Workers at TGIFridays have
struck again in a dispute over
pay and tipping.

Workers at Milton Keynes,
Covent Garden, and Stratford City
sites struck from 00.01 on Friday 23
August to 23.59 on Sunday 26 Au-
gust. It was the fifth strike for
workers from the Milton Keynes
and Covent Garden sites, and the
first for workers in Stratford.

As previously reported in Soli-
darity, the strike started when TGI
Fridays introduced a new tipping
policy, at two days’ notice, which
redirects 40% of tips received by
waiting staff to kitchen staff. 

With low wages for kitchen
staff causing a high turnover, TGI
Fridays thought the ″solution″ to
a problem of their own making
would be taking from the poor to
give to the even-poorer.
• For an interview with the strik-
ers see: bit.ly/2JsCqLB

TGIFridays workers
strike again

Crucial week in DOO strikes

Worker activists meet
to build solidarity

Fleet workers strike again
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By Martin Thomas
“The silent minority” — minor-
ity, yes, that's what he said —
“are fed up with bodies like the
Civil Liberties Council and the
Refugee Action Collective, and
certainly the dictatorship of the
trade union movement”.

That was Peter Dutton, who on
24 August toppled Malcolm Turn-
bull, leader of the Australian Lib-
eral Party in his maiden speech.

Dutton wanted rid of Malcolm
Turnbull because Turnbull,
though solidly right-wing on all
the core economic issues, is a so-
cial liberal of the sort common-
place in most richer capitalist
countries.

In the final vote-out, on 24 Au-
gust, Dutton failed to become the
new Liberal leader and prime
minister. But his defeat was by
Scott Morrison, an only slightly
more smoothed and polished rep-
resentation of the Liberal right.

Dutton opposed same-sex mar-
riage. He boycotted the parlia-
mentary apology to the Stolen
Generation. He opposes a repub-
lic. As a minister dealing with
health and with immigration, he
has been stridently right-wing
even in Liberal terms. His politics
are what you would expect from
an ex-cop.

Morrison is the son of a cop,

rather than an ex-cop, and more
refined in manner. But he too op-
posed same-sex marriage. He too
has been an especially mean-spir-
ited immigration minister. He too
tends to climate-change scepti-
cism. Unlike Dutton (as far as we
know) he is a full-on religious
devotee, a member of a Pente-
costalist sect.

Compared to British Tories,
German Christian Democrats, or
pre-Trump US Republicans, Aus-
tralian conservative politics is
shifting to the aggressive right
wing of that ruling-class spec-
trum.

TRUMP
The move is similar to that with
the US Republicans with
Trump, or the French main-
stream right (Les Republicains)
with Laurent Wauquiez. 

It is internally generated, rather
than coming from the pressure on
the mainstream right of maverick
forces (Trump, or Marine Le Pen's
FN/RN in France: One Nation is
not in the same league).

It offers hard-faced, illiberal,
free-market policies, with little of
the demagogic social-populist
tone of Trump or the FN/RN or
Salvini in Italy. The drift is re-
flected not only in the federal Par-
liament, but in the conservative

press, like The Australian.
There is, as of now, no economic

crisis pushing the Australian rul-
ing class to more aggressive poli-
cies. The driving force here seems
to be a long-term truth: if the
labour movement quivers and re-
treats, that will make the ruling
class want to come after us, rather
than become generous and ac-
commodating. If we're on the

ground, they will enjoy kicking
us.

Dutton is demagogic about the
supposed “dictatorship of the
trade union movement” — a
trade union movement struggling
to stop 15% density dropping
even lower, legally banned from
using industrial action except
once every few years after EBA
negotiations, and maybe not even

then — he is demagogic about
that precisely because he knows
the real dictatorship is of the rich
and the profiteers, and they can
bash the unions with impunity.

Dutton and Morrison are jack-
als of the ruling class, feeding on
the wounded.

The unions need to drop their
modest, plaintive tone, and
start rebuilding aggressively.

Protests against Morrison when he was Immigration Minister


